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Economists have long recognized thatin the cost-benefit analysis of

education, the benefit side should include not only the impact of educarion',on

work-place productivity and earnings but also consumption components. arch

ti components include not only the initial joy of 'learning but also a 'longer

term stream of benefits from using, education off the job. One could also

dinclude,as a consumption .benefit the possibility that higher levels of

eddcation lead to increased utility and satisfaction from one°s work as well P .

c(

as increased earnings; but this possibility will not be pursued here. The

existence of consumption benefits to education is'of potential importance both,
4

in accounting for observed levels ofedUcational°attainment and in policy

analysis that assesses to value of education and that designs policies

intended to alter the incentives for acquiring education. The actual

importance of considerinfg consumption benefits to education would obviously

depend on their magnitude. If consumption benefits exist but are of

negligible size relative to the imPact of education on larninO, little would

seem to be lost from omitting consumption benefits in the cost-benefit

offeducatian. However, my own impression is that,little is currently

known concerning the magnitude of education s consumptim benefits. I am only

aware of two studies that have attempted to estimate the magnitude of

consumption benefits, those of Robert Michael and Edward Lazear.1, And these

1

studies arrive at opposite conclusions: Michael concludes that consumption

V
benefits are significant; Lazear concludes that the consumption value of

J/ education is actually negative. One lf. obvisouq reason why few attempts have

been made to estimate consumption benefits and'why those attempts have yielded

conflicting conclusicns'is that the amorphous nature of edu ation's

:-
consumption benefits-makes it difficult to develop a suitab

^ /

framework for tkeir'analysis and to locate maAets,that attach prices or

a
.1"-x



values to these benefits.

There would seem to be two way's to proceed in attempting to overcome

these difficulties. One strategy be to develop a theoretical model

'capable of analyiingeducation's consumption benqits. An alternative

4

strategy would be to look for markets tliatx,ttach observable values to

. education'b consumption benefits. The'Studies by Lazear and Michael have

emphasized theirst strategy.. Michael employs the household Production model

.-f?

of Becker and Lancaster ,toe analyze consumptionjbenefits. LazeaK uses a fairly

,ppecific model of the determinants of the wealth m Ximizing level of

educations to assess consumption value by the differ nce between the wealth

N
maximixing and the actual years of schooling. 'Although both approaches are

valuable and have yielded important Insights into,the consumption benefits of

education, as estimates of.the magnitude of that value they are subject to the

criticise that the magnitude of their estimates are dependent on the specific

assu tlons of their models.

This paper-emphasi)es the alternative strategy to estiating

consumption benefits: using market evidence on their magnitude. The-paper is

r.:..,,,organized as follotds, ;
'The first section outlines the hasic approach to he

.

used' The second section implements the approach to estimate the consuMption

J beneffts of acquiring literacy in nineteen-century -England, a case I have

examined in previous work. The third section compares the magnitude of my

estimate of
)

consumpt.ion benefits of literacy with estimates of the pecuniary

value and costs'of acquiring literacy. It argues that consumption benefits

-
were probablynortnegligible relative to either the pecurliary benefits or the

cost of literacre, Tt also notes that the changes in government policy

affecting\consumption benefits of literacy may have been a much stronger

impetus to, the rise of-popuir llteracy than the policy measures that are

p.4"
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usually emphasized, namely school provision and child labor restrictions. The

fiial section. briefly considers modifications and extensions of the

conclusions from the case of nineteenth- century England' to, current developing
)

countries.

The starting point for the approach taken here to estimating the

consumption benefits of education is to note that obtaining those benefits,

frequently involves the use of other inputs in addition to education: This is

perhaps particularly evident for education in the'form,of basic.ktteracy

skills. Reading commonly entails the use bf printed matters such as books land

nelespapers; involves.pens, pencils and paper - and where letters.e

hunianities dr the consumption of advanced treatises on pure-mathematics and

/

_ involved - postage. This notion could 'conceivably be extended to higher, b

levels, of edUcation. Thus enjoyment of esoteric worksein the arts and

philosophy uld be viewedas conditional on.specialized.training in'those
d

here will be on basic literacy. Inputs associated with

entails con3umption benefits iuscfat as the consumer of

areag. But, the focqs

basic literex2Y.7ukillA

those inputs receives what economies` refer toAthe consumer's surplus from

I

their use. The consumer's. surplus arises:, because the value the consumer

derives,from consuming the good in question tpically exceeds
\

the price he has

)4
. .

to pay for it. A standard illustration.of_tonsumdr's surplus is to note that
ti

the person about to use a ,crowbar to open up treasure chest would surely be

willing to pay for more than the going price in a hardware store for the

crowbar.2 One can point to similar examples for the case of inputs associated
.

,

. with basic literacy. The consumer' who,comes across a bargainion a 4ed car orA,i

locates his dream house in the classifieds may reflect that he would have been,



willing.to pay for' more than the 25 cents it costs to buy the newspaper where
f ,

5

.he Made these -discoveries. The 'surplus obtained 1.0 likely to vary with the
,.. .

.9 1-

particular consumption activity involved. The consumer sending off his mail ,.

%. '

maybegrudgingly put a .20 cent 'ftamp,on his gas bill while being willing to
i

.

pay.,far.more than 20 centsa sand a letter to a loved one on the other, side's
. .). ..

of the country. Insofar as using consumption inputs such as newspaprs .or. the
4 I

.
: if... .

mails also tails basic literacy, the Consumer surplus derived from those
4,

inputs can be viewed as a consumption benefit tol,iteracy,,, .

-

)

Using the complimentary:, inputs can be viewed as 'a consumption
. T .

. . .

.
. .

adtivity that also uses'literacy as an input. One indidation that SUch,a view

e-

,. . / 1

-

';1
. A

. /
%-f..xis appropriate the existence of rental markets providing literacy services

e
. . -OA

../ to illiterates. In nineteen century England illiterate migrants would get

I
,

others to write letters to disran relatives; in some Cases making payment, for
4 y 9 r,

the services. Thus Joseph Arch, the famous agridultural union organizer,
, t. . ...t ,

.'1,- ,
; ''.

noted in his autobiography: "A great many of the poor people who had children

cnd relatives away from home, but who..could not write to tWem, used to come toI.
P

my mother and asks her to write letters for them" Flora Thompson, describing

,

, her diittet;"rt 1. turn of a cnatury post office, mentioned that mi:griiat laboers

zA _. . .

from Ireland would askher to write,a few words back,home; and Henry Mayhew

describing Midin5neteenth century London stated that hawkers of street)

literature would east; write letters for a penny or,two.3 t-can be argued

' that the maximum amount an illiterate would pay to have a letter written or to

have a letter, book, or newspaper read to him would b ,equal to the consume'S

O
surplus would obtain-from the letter, book, or newspaper. 'Hence the

consumer surplus derived from complimentary inputs such as letters, books, or
9

newspapers can be viewed as a consumption benefit to literacy.

Although the apprOachAust described should be able to capture the

y
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basic dimens'ions of literacy's consumption value, it is subject to
4

limitations. It relies on the concept of consumer's, surplus, a concept which'

rr"

( itself has received considerable criticism. The main objection here is that

the consumer's surplus construct measures the surplus in monetary units while

the valuation in utility terms placed on those monetary units is likely to

change as theconsUmer's income rises due to obtaining more surplus. However,

this problem is only likely to' be serious when the.go

)

d in question

constitutes a substantial part of total money expenditure.
Lv This is-unlikely

).

to be the case with the complimentary input associated, with.literacy. A more

--\6 ',serious problem in practice is likely to be errors in measuring theemand,
1

) curve; Another, liMitation is that many, consumption uses of education may .

either not be directly associated with complimentary inputs or if.the

association exists, level of usage of the inputs may be hard to measure. Thus

pthe approach is not well suited to capturing the value of the immedj.ate joy of

learning. And many objects used in reading and writ ng may have public good.I\

aspects, e.g. street signs or political pamphlets§ making it difficult to

measure the ,usage,or their demand curv%S. But despite these limitations it

. r '. : (

should -be p,);sible to capture the value of at least scut: of the cenaunption

uses ofaiteracy by looking at the nature of the demands for complimentary

inputs. A

45



I turn now to applying the approach just described to the case of

literacy in nineteenth century England. Besides personal familiarity based on

-
previous research, there are a number of other reasons why I turn to this

case. First, England in the nineteenth'century was what could be labelled a

semi-literate society. In, 1840, roughly 60 percent of England's Ault

population appears to have bden able to sign their names, by 1900 the

4

proportion was approaching 100 percent. As early as the 1840s, reading

materials appear to have been well diffused among the working classes.

Surveys of London in the 1840s indicate that the vast majority.of working

class, households owned books and took in newspapers. Surveys of rural areas.

also indicated that most farm laborers owned books (despite literacy rates
fa c

under 50 percent fOr this group), although they were primarily confined to r

basic religious(books;,newspapers or reading for pleasure appear to have been

C *
.

t

much less common in rural-areas than the cities. 5 That England at this time

was semi-literate is relevant because it would suggest that the bulk of the

. t

population was at least aware of.t e possibilities of reading and writing even
7

if.-not Poseessing those skills. Thus issues related to the diffusion of\
4

information concerning literacy or of fundamental change in our.00k due to

entering an educated society are of less conCern than in societies where

substantial segments of the population may have virtuallyono contact with

literates. In addition, since literacy rates rose markedly in nineteenth

century.EnAand, it Provides,the opportunity to consider the impact of any

changes in consumption value on the rise of literacy..

A second.general reason for interest in the case of nineteenth,

A.

,century England, is that the prices-of books, newspapers, and postage fell.

Ire

markedly over time. By matching the changes in,grices with changes in
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quantity, one can attempt to map out the demands schedules.abooks,

.newspapers, and postal services. 6Newspaper prices fell on account of the

Vi
removal of theStamp Tax and' to some extent because of improvements in

printing technology and paper production. By 1815 the stamp tax on newspapers

had reached four pence a copy, supplemented by further taxes on advertising.

InA1836 the stamp tax was lowered to one pence and in 1855 it was abolished.

, 4

Correspondingly, newspaper prices fell., Whereas in 1830 a copy of the London

Times, has cost seven pence, in 1870 it only cost three pence. Working class

.
periodicals such as Lloyds Weekly Newspaper sold for three to four pence a

copy in the 1840s but only one pence a copy following the removal of the stamp
a

tax in 1855.6 The fall in postal rates was perhaps even more marked than for

newspaperS. In the first third of the nineteenth century the monopoly

position of the Royal Post Office was used to generate revenut.,,over.and above

the cost of the' service.. By the 1830s, the typical cost °fa letter had
,

reached seven to eight pence, the cost varying with the distance sent and the

number of sheets in the letter. Following the postal reform initiated by.
A .t%

Rowland Rill in 1839, the cost offsending a letter within England fell to a_

G7
unifor.L one penny for the first half' ounce.? The lutroduction of the steam

....!
.

--pre", the replacementof machine made for hand made'paper, the lifting of

paper, duties, alndthe decision of publishers to aim for the mass market were

all lowering book/prices during the nineteenth century. CharleS KM.ght

estimated that the average price of a Complete book tell from 16 shillings in

1828 to &1 shillings in 1853, and the'introduction o4 reprints and novels 0

serial forms would have lowered the'effective price even further. These price

ranges indicate that Knight's estimates refer to book for,the upper and middle

classes, as few manual workeis would have been likely to pay even 8 shillings

f.
for a botik. ,However, the same forces lOwering the prices of books for the

. 9
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wealthier'elements in'society also seem to have improved the quality of the 1,

to 6 penny literatu/e aimed at.the working classes. Whereas in 1820, the

'penny might have bought a broadside-consisting of one sheet th a few verses

describing the trial of Dipk.Turpin, by 1850 a penny could have ought a

Gothic romance of 50 to 100 'page's and a writing style superior to tht

f.
..

broadside doggerel.8 e

Following these price falls, the use of books, newspapers and the

mail increased. markedly. With the reduction of the stamp tax from 14 pence to

1 pence in 1836, the number of newspaper stamps'issued inc eased from.32

million in 1836 to 44 million in 187 and reached 70 millio' in 1847. 9 The

removal of the stamp tax in 1855 also removed the.only indic tor of aggregate

newspaper circulatmon_at this time number Of newspapers stamps); hdOever,

the circulation statistics of'Lloyd's Weekly New'Spaper, one of the leading

working class papers, provides an indicator of the impact of removing the

stamp tax. In 1843, when-Lloyd's wap first published for 3 pence..a copy, its

i

wee circulation was 21,000 copies. Its circulation had increased.to 90,000

lircopies in 1853. .Following the,lifting Of the stamp tax in 1855, Lloyd's

lowered its price fram\j pence to 2 pi7 and Consequent2 its circuiation

grew to 170,000 in 1861. In'the same year, anticipating the removal of the

paper duty,,-Lloyd's.reduced its price to'a penny and over the next 2 years its

circulatiOR more than toubled,'reaching 350,000 in 1863. It took more than 20

years for Lloyd's circulation to double again and reach its 1886 level of

.,(750,000-copies. 10 In 1839', before the postal reform, 60 million letters were,-

delivered in Eniland and Wales. In 1840, ope year aftlr the postal reform,

the letters, delivered rose to 132 million and reached 1 billion in 1881. %I:his

translated into a tenfold increase in letters per capita between 1839 and NO

1881.11

4
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Having suggested that large alls in.the prices of books, newspapers,,

.

and the mails markedly increased their usage over.the nineteenth century, the

task reraains of using' this information make inferrences about the demand
,Z"

curves of individual consumers for these materials. My

c
people who before the majOr'price falls between 1830.anid 1855 in TrAgland would

have made no use of books, newspapers or the mails..;Focussing.O ''Such a group

\-\
\.

allows examination of the.full range of variation along their deMand curves
. ,

I

and/hence maked it possible to measure their total consumer's surplus from t

analysis will locus on

r`

using the various m..erials considered. The individual demandecurve for each

V
of the media considered can be inferrefby first estimating the highest price

at which the consumer,would want to b y the media material'in questioh. This

price can.be estimated using information\on pripes before the major price

'falls. By observing price and estimating quantity consumed'after the price

falls one can then obtain a second point on the demand.schedule for the media

material in question. By assuming a linear demand schedule, one can then

infer the entire/schedule. With an estimate of the demand schedule for the

particular media material one cdo then es imate the consumer surplus obtained

from purchasing material after the price fall. The magnitude of this surplus

will
2
be given by 1/2 times the change in price times the quantity consumed

after the price fall. As quantity here will be measured per year, the

.expression just mentioned gives the annLa flow of consumer's surplus. One
\.<

can the&use estimates of lifk expectancy and internalldiscount rates to

convert this annual flow into AA lifetime present value of consumer's surplus

from using a particular media material.. By summing the present value

estimates over the various types of media on which information is available

one then has at least a partial estimate of the consumption value derived from
>

literracy. Such an estimate will be subject to uncertainty for a number of



,

- 10,7
- :

reasons. First, many consumption uses of. literacy will undoubtedly be omitted,

.

Simply becauSe of 1,a-CjC of inforniation 'On compliinentary inputi'to these uses.

.6*

,/,Second: the estimate implicity assumes that the demand schectmle5for media'

. -
materials was not' shifting, although in fact they probably were shifting out

*

during....t..49/"Periqd of the ptice.fall. Bath of 'these factors cause the

consumer's surplus estimates that follow to be und'erestidates. In addition,

the assumption of linear demand schedule's is a Potential source of error

although the direction is uncertain.

Implementing the estimate requires inforniation on prices and

1

,
.

,individual consumption of media material before and after the price.fill and
i

,'

on life expectancies and internal discount rates. Each of these Variables

dprobably diferred from person'to person and forgiven person over- the life
\

q

cyclp. Consequently what follows willconsider 'the plausible range of values
4 -

7 / ..".

for these variables' following the major:price falls of 1830-1850. The lower.

limit of the consumer's surplus gain Was undoubtedly zero, since even after

the price falls there were surely some literates who made no'use of.books,

-newspapers or the mai1. 12 'To examine the range of positive values forithe

consime:'s suplus gain, consideration will be-given in turn to' the price

.
before the price fall, the price after the price fall and the .quantity

consumed after the price fall for newspapers, books,*and letters; and life

expectancy fr m age of acquirihg literacy and to the internal discount.rate.,/'

Newspapers

The upper limit for annual usage after theprice fall was 'probably

set by the 369 annual issues for a given daily.newspaperand the,52. annual

issues for a given weekly. These limits could have been exceeded through

reading more than one given newspaper per-day or per.week; however, this was



probably not the common practice for the working class reader. Indeed, most

accounts suggest that before 1890, working class readers read primarily

weeklies rather than dailies.13 Average usage rates can be examined by using

stamp tax statistics to estimate newspaper circulation per literate adult.

'\Annual newspaper circulation per literate aduItcan ape estimated at 10 in 1841

\ ,- ,

,

1
\ and 20 in 1851. 14

4

) , .

The upper limit for the maximum prise a working class-reader would

e pay for a newspaper is probably given by the 4 pence maximum price at which

working. class-newspapers sold in the 1830s and 1840s. The actual price after

.
the price fall probably did not fall below 11 penny in most cases, although a

few working class periodicals did come out fora half penny. 15

Books

)

-,,The. range-of possible book prices and consumption levels was

particularly wide. It is not beyond the realm of possibility that some

working class readers devoured 3 or 4 novels a day or paid out 30 shillings

for a new copy of Ivanhoe in-the 1830s; however, such occurences were surely

quit.e.rar?. Some guidance on usage after the 1830-50 price falls is provided

by a description by Flora, Thompson of the reading habits of women in her

Oxforshire helmet in the 1880s. 16 Thompson suggests that each woman purchased

a penny novelette each week, implying purchases of 52 per year. However, as

Thompson's,description refers to swapping among readers, one suspects that an

avid reader in a situation whele reading matter could not be exchanged would

have purchased even more. ''In'the absence of additional information, the

consumption of 52 books a year will be taken as a likely candidate fOr usage

after the price fall for an avid' reader in the late nineteenth century,

although to,allow for particularly voracious readers, a range of up to 150

1 Q.



books per year'will be considered.

- 12

,

The range of prices that working class readers would ave been

willing and actually did pay for io,oks, is also hard to gauge. Mayhew reportsr
that used books aimed at working class readers in London sDlci for or 2

{

shillings (Mayhew mentions that working class readers would nct have bought

these books new).
17 is not inconceivable, however,'that particularly avid

working class readers purchased the 5 shilling reprints-aimed at the middle'

classes, and so t shillings will be used here as an upper limit to the maximum

price s,working class reader would have paid. A lower range for book prices

after 1850, would be the 1 to 6 pence charged for, pamphlets and novelettes.18-

r

Letters

An upper limit for working class letter consumption after the 1839

postal reform would be provided by Post Office statistics on letter

delivery. In 1881,, letters delivered per capita were 40, which would

translate into approximately 144 per literate. 1 9 This, however, overstates

working dabs consumption of letters,es a disproportionate amount of the

annual volume of letters was almost surely accounted for by the middle Ind

upper classes asjwell as business mail. Flora Tho pson provides some guidance

on working class letter writing patterns in the 1880's. In describing her

village, she referred to young men writing weekly love letters, and at anothe;

point,-to daughters in domestic service sending home money once a month. She

also refers to the postman telling one hamlet resident particularly eager for

mail, that she had received a letter "just last week". An estimate bf average

delivery in the hamlet can be made from Thompson's statement that for. the

-entire hamlet consisting of about 30'cottages, daily delivery was "at best 2

or 3 letters.
1).20 Assuming 250 denvery days per year, Thompson's statement



would suggest-a maximum delivery of 750 letters per year fqr the hamlet or 25

per household. The upper limit for usage after the postal reform, then, was
ti

problably no more than 100 letters per year,' with few working class households

receiving more-than one letter per week.
; 1

As mentioned above, postal rates in the 1830's before the 1839,Postal.

reform averaged 7 to 8 pence per letter. This was probably towards the upper

for what a working class person would have been willing to pay

cont-erapor_ary reports indicate that the working 'lasses were not willing to pay

prevailing postal rates at this time. After the postal refor m -, a letter could

cost as little as a penny to send anywhere in England.

Converting to Present Values

the previous discussion has presented estimates of the components of

the annual flows or consumer'- surplus from using reading and writing

materials. To convert these annual flows into present values one requires

estimates of life expectancies and internal discount rates.

74e 'specific life expentancy estimates for England have been made by

. Wcrren Thompson. Thompson estimated that over the perioe 1839-54 a 10 year

old could have expected to live to age 47.
21 If literacy was acquired at age

10, this estimate suggests that in nineteenth century England literacy would

have provided a consumption stream for roughly 35 to 40 years. Allowance will

be made here for variation in life,expectancies by considering,consumpt,ion

streams ranging from 25 to 50 years.

I can see no good way to get direct evidence on the appropriate

internal liscount rate. Although there would seem to be no clear upper bound

for ap internal discount rate on the literacy consumption stream, discount

rates of 5, 10, 15 and 20 percent are considered here to establish how
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(
sensitive the present values of the consumption streams would have been to

alternative values for the dilscount rate.

The components of the consumption benefit e2(pression areluised to

estimate the ira-ffffg of present,values for the cov,somp&ion benefits to literacy.

in tabjes. 1, 2, 3, and 4.

The possible range of present values implied is considerable from

zero as, initially suggested up to 474.5 pounds for a consumer faFing the

m'axim 'price and quality changes in each of the annual flow tables and the

particularly favorable discount rate and\usage period of 5 percent and 50

years in the present value table.
22 Although such a wide range communicates

little more than agnosticism about the consumption' value of literacy,

consumption at levels in upper end of the range, though not impossible, was

probably only characteristic of unusually motivated working class readers, and

in particular, readers who would have read actively even before the 1830-50

price falls. A plausible upper range of consumption in the second half of the

nineteenth century fnK r an active working class reader might have been 52
r,

newspapers; 52 novelettes and 26 letters a year. Most working class readers

read only w?Ekly newspapers until the 1890'a, as stated above. The women in

Flora Thompson's hamlet purchasing novelettes weekly seem to have been

particularly avid readers, and few in the hamlet seem to have received a

letter more than every two weeks.

Using an uRward biased discount rate of 5 percent and usage period of

50 years as well 'as plausible upper limits for the price change and usage

\I
after the price change yields an estimate for the present.-value of consumption

benefits to literacy of 25.33 pounds. Evidence is too sparse to state with

any certainty how the consumption value of literacy for the English working

1 classes would have been distributed below this upper limit. However a

iv
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A
\

evidence that neWspapes were spreading into rur 1 (vilIages during this time

as well as the increasing proportion1of faCinraborers after 1850 with,
t

,

..

s

1/ daughters 7,n domestic service sending letters home, makes
'it likely that a

substantial proportion of-the working classes had expected consilmtion

/
. , 41 t

V benefits considerably above zero. Perhaps' a reasonable estimate 'of.typicaI'

7 01.

value Would be Half of the upper bound estimate just presented of 12.5 pounds,

17

t

41 I
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TABLE 1

RANGE TOR THE ANNUAL FLOW OF CONSUMER'S SURPLUS FROM NEWSPAPERS
A

t

Annual
Usage Rates

r ,
A.

Q: Price Chaic.g,.e in/ Pence

1 2 3 4

0

5 5 10 15 20

10 10 20 30. 40

15

2n

15

20

30

40
45

/63

60

30

30 30 .60 120

40 40 80 1.20 160

50 50 100 150 200
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ffABLE 2

RANGE FOR THE ANNUAL STREAM 4F CONSUMER' S SURPLUS FROM BOOKS

t". Annual
Usage- Rates

/ PriceChange in. Pence'
2 3 4 5 6 2 18
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TABLE 3

RANGE OF THE ANNUAL STREAM OF CONSUMER'S SURPLUS FROM LETTERS-

Annual Price Change in Pence

Usage Rates 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 8

0

5
5

10 15 . 20 25 30' 35 +0

10 10 20, 30 40 50 60 70 80

12 12 i -24 ,36 , 48 60 72 8'4 96

15 15 30 45 60 75 90' 105 120

20 20 40 60 80 100 120 .140 160

30 30 60 90 120 ,150 180 210 260

40 40 80 120 160 200 2.40 280 320

50 50 100 150' 200 250 300 350 400

100 , 100 200 300 400 500- 600 700 800

150 150 300 '450 600 750 900 1050 1200

200 200 4(0 600 CO3 1000 1200 1400 1..600

250 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000
\
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"TABLE 4,

CONVERSION FACTORS FOR GOING FROM CURRENT FLOWS TO PRESENT VALUES

1 - (1/1-r)
1 - (1/1-r)

.05 .10 .15 . .20

25 15.733 9.08 7.405 5.926

30 17.140 r10.363 7.521 5.963

35 18.240
'

10.604 7.578 5.978

40 19.115 10.747 7.606 5.984

45 .

19.790 10.839 7.620 5.986

50 20..333 10.896 7.627 5.987

Note: n if, the years of usage,
r is the internal discount rate.
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III

To put the consumption-benefit estimates just presented ifto

erspective I turn now to comparing these estimates with estimates for the

pecuniary benefits and the costs of literacy.

One issue in such comparisons_would be to consider whether the

consumption benefits of literacy alone would hye been large enough tjustify
U.

incurring the cost, acquiring literacy. I have estimated elsewhere that the

total cost of acquiring literacy in nineteenth century England ranged from 6

tol+ pounds with an average of 10 pounds. This total was composed of direct
. ,

tuition costs ranging from .5 to11.8 pounds and. opportunity costs ranging from

23
6.to 12 pounds. Thus with consumption benefits- typicallyat 12.5 pounds and/

plausibly as high as 25 pounds, those benefits alone may have been sufficient

incentive for people in the English worlkkng classes to acquire literacy.

A second issue is the relative importance of Otcuniary versus

consumption benefits as incentivesfor acquiring literacy. Elsewhere I have

estimated that the expected pecuniary benefits of literacy for an Englishman

of humble background in the nineteenth century ranged from 7 to 100,poundS

with a mear value of Froin4 50 pounds.24 Expected pecuniary benefits do

appear to have been larger than.expected consumption benefits. But the

consumption benefits were'possibly at levels 25 to 50 percent of the pecuniary'

benefits and thus were by no means a negligible proportion of total.

benefits. Moreover considerable uncetainty'appearsto have been, associated

with the pecuniary benefits. Elsewhere .I have compared earnings of literate

and ilAerate sons of laborers during this time period. This work'suggests

that dithough ex ante literacy did. offer a poSitlire expected wage premium, as

many as half of all literate sons of laborers25 received no wage premium for

their literacy.4 Thus it appears. that literacy had to interact with other.
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factors such as ability tq. specific skills to command a wage premium.

../

Although the consumption benefits of literacy was surely also subject to

V
considerable individual variation, the pervasiveness of access to newspapers,

books, and postage discussed above may have ,peen strategic in providing those

in the lowest social classes with little hope of using literacy in the labor

market other incentives-forvacquiring 4teracy.

A third issue in interpreting the consumption benefit estimates

arises from noting that much of the decline.in rices in newspapers and

postage can be attributed to government policy: Wa'particular lowering and

. , !14(

then eliminating newspaper taxes and reducing .p stal rates. The question

arises of the gnitude of the impact of these policy changes compared with

other government policies affecting incenti ?es to acquire literacy. The most

obvious of these other policy changes was state provision of subsidized

schooling and restrictions on child labor. One can estimate the consumer"Is

surplus gain from the falling newspaper taxes/and postal rates as a.presentl

value of about 2 to 7 pounds.' Elsewhere I have estimated that'the fall in

tuition costs of literacy due to provision of subsidized schooling was about 1

pound.26 The fall in opportunity costs due to child labor legisiaticu is more

obscure, The ,fall could have been as higha.s 10 to 15 poUnds if the

legislation was strictly enforced and applied in situations with relatively

high opportunity costs. However, the actual impact was probably considerably

lower due both to weak enforcement and abundant oi3Portuniies for child labor.

in areas not directlyregulated by parliamentary legislation. Thus through

apparently indirect channels, the impact of government. policy ,on the

consumption benefits of 11.teracy may have been a far more important factor in

the rise of popular literacy in nineteenth. century: England than the far more

obvious channels! of school yovision and child labor legislation.
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These results for nineteenth century England would suggest that

consumption benefits should also be considered in'analyses of literacy in

currently developing countries. However this conclusion must be tempered by

noting some obvious differences between the situation in nineteenth century

England and that in many developing countries.

First, many developing countries today have substantially lower

literacy rates' than England in the nineteenth century. As recently as the

s

1960s, some African countries had literacy rates under 10 percent and many

were in the 10 to 20 percent range.' 'Such populations.almost surely have far

less contact with literates or literacy. materials than illiterate Englishmen

in the nineteenth century.. Consequently in situations of improved access toga

lower cost of literdcy materials, considerations related to the diffusion of

information concerning the baSic nature of'literacy and to basic shifts in

F. outlooks associated with encountering literate culture-are likely to be far

more.important than they were for the case of nineteenth century England.

.-Second, in the twentieth century traditional printed and written

media fz.de increasing ccapetitioli from electronic medic., In currently

developing countries the most important competitor is probably the radio.

Many population groups in developing countries may have better access to

radios than to printed matter or the mails. Since the radio_would not seem to

require literacy, this would seem to be a force lowering the consumption

benefits of literacy. At the Same time the existence of competing formi!of

communciations media may providea policy tt/ol by which governments can affedt

incentives to acquire literacy. Subsidizing printed relative to electronic

'media may be an important indirect way of increasing the benefits and hence

the incentives to ac4re literacy.
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